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Below is an example of searched entry. The words in the blue are links to other headings in the encyclopedia.

The earliest extant collection of Japanese poetry. Divided into 20 books, it contains 4,516 numbered waka poems, the last and most recent of which is dated New Year’s Day of the Japanese year corresponding to AD 759. The earliest accepted date is a set of four to Empress我能王, who lived in the early 5th century—though all attributions earlier than the early 7th century are best regarded with skepticism. There are also extended endnotes, footnotes, prose settings, letters, and other compositions—all in Chinese—of a few Chinese poems, to which no numbers have been assigned. Of the three Japanese poetic forms represented in the anthology, there are approximately 4,200 tanka (short poems), 265 choka (long poems), and 60 kodoke (Rinno-regulated poetry). The figure for tanka includes the Man’yōshū or sonnets that occur at the end of many choka. The Man’yōshū contains the overwhelming majority of poems preserved from before the end of the 5th century, which is to say almost all of what the Japanese of those days regarded as literature in their own language, and it stands alone as the monument of Japan’s first literary flourishing, whose span can be defined as more or less the century preceding this anthology’s terminus of 759.

During this century Japan was in a ferment of growth and change, inspiring Chinese culture and institutions in a deliberate attempt to catch up with the most advanced country in the world. Although 8th-century Japan was rapidly acquiring a sophistication of which the Man’yōshū was one product, it was still close to its paternal conservative roots. Partially because the poetry that interested the compilers was set as totally aristocratic in outlook as tended to be true of the later commissioned imperial anthologies, and because the poetic voice of the aristocrats was not uniformly imbued with